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ABSTRACT The scarcity of liver transplants necessitates prioritizing patients based on their health condition
to minimize deaths on the waiting list. Recently, machine learning methods have gained popularity for
automatizing liver transplant allocation systems, which enables prompt and suitable selection of recipients.
Nevertheless, raw medical data often contain complexities such as missing values and class imbalance that
reduce the reliability of the constructed model. This paper aims at eliminating the respective challenges to
ensure the reliability of the decision-making process. To this aim, we first propose a novel deep learning
method to simultaneously eliminate these challenges and predict the patients’ survival chance. Secondly,
a hybrid framework is designed that contains three main modules for missing data imputation, class
imbalance learning, and classification, each of which employing multiple advanced techniques for the given
task. Furthermore, these two approaches are compared and evaluated using a real clinical case study. The
experimental results indicate the robust and superior performance of the proposed deep learning method in
terms of F-measure and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC).
INDEX TERMS Survival prediction, class imbalance, missing data imputation, decision-making, liver
transplantation, generative adversarial networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Liver failuremay occur suddenly or chronically under various
conditions, such as viral infections, intolerance to certain
medications, chronic hepatitis, liver cirrhosis, and hepatocel-
lular carcinoma [1]–[3]. Considering that these conditions
creates a major challenge for the medical team to properly
determine the liver transplantation risks for each patient,
a careful decision is usually made in two steps. Initially,
the donor is examined to be a perfect match for the recipient
based on the compatibility of their livers. Then, recipients are
prioritized based on the post-operation survival chance [4].
Various scoring systems have been developed in order to
increase the patients’ survival chance after liver transplanta-
tion [5]. Nonetheless, the abundance of collected data and the
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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limited time available for decision-making further compli-
cates this process [6]. In recent years, as the demands for liver
transplantation increased, machine learning models gained
popularity for automatizing the decision-making process due
to their utilizable prediction performance [7], [8].
Machine learning techniques extensively accelerate the
decision-making process, minimize human errors, and enable
the extraction of complex patterns from the data. However,
constructing an accurate machine learning model can be
very challenging from different perspectives. To begin with,
class imbalance takes place when the number of patients
in a diagnosis class is significantly larger than the others.
This difference can create a bias in the model and decrease
the accuracy of the prediction model [9], [10]. This bias is
typically towards the majority class, which increases misclas-
sification rate for the minority class. Another issue of concern
is the presence of missing values [11] within the clinical
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data due to the existing time constraints. For example, such
missing answers are inevitable for individuals who complete
the questionnaire in the hospital.
Despite the recent advancements in machine learning, their
trustworthiness may remain a concern, as the aforementioned
complexities within the data can affect the reliability of the
model. Here, we aim to address this problem by eliminat-
ing missing values and class imbalance in the data so that
the patients’ survival probability can be confidently esti-
mated. The result if this confident estimation is an extensive
improvement in the reliability of the scoring systems. To this
aim, we propose a multi-task novel deep learning framework
as well as a hybrid framework to handle missing values and
class imbalance and predict survival chance of the recipients.
The former devises adversarial learning and accomplishes all
three tasks within a unified structure. Similar to most adver-
sarial problems [12]–[14], the proposed algorithm devises
two competing neural networks that create a min-max opti-
mization problem. The latter, on the other hand, consists of
multiple advanced class imbalance learning (CIL), missing
data imputation, and classification techniques. These two
approaches are compared and evaluated on a real-world case
study in terms of F-measure and the area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUC).
The contribution of this paper is threefold: i) a novel
multi-task deep learning algorithm is proposed for rectifying
the complexities within the raw medical data and predicting
the survival chance of liver transplant patients before the
operation. ii) a hybrid framework is designed using the com-
bination of multiple missing data imputation, class imbalance
learning, and classification methods in different modules to
tackle the aforementioned challenges. iii) a comparative study
is enabled on real clinical data based on the performance
of the survival chance estimation in the presence of missing
values and class imbalance in the data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II gives the required background on liver transplan-
tation and the challenges in using machine learning for the
task at hand. Section III introduces the selected case study.
Section IV explains the proposed approaches for early pre-
diction of survival chance for liver allocation in the presence
of missing data and class imbalance. The experimental results
are analyzed in Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
Here, important scoring systems for liver allocation are ini-
tially reviewed to clarify the need for using computational
models. Then, possible solutions for addressing two of the
most challenging problems in automatizing this process,
namely class imbalance and missing data are overviewed.
A. SCORING SYSTEMS
Traditionally, patients were listed and prioritized based
on their blood type, BMI, and medical condition (degree
of disease). They were then prioritized based on three
simple tests: creatinine, bilirubin, and International Normal-
ized Ratio (INR), which later led to the emergence of other
scoring systems called MELD. Patients who received the
highest score were given the top priority for transplantation.
With the exacerbation of the disease, their priority score
for liver transplantation increased. Using the MELD scoring
system, no one could predict how long a patient would have
to wait in the waiting list to receive the graft [5]. Due to the
increased mortality rate in the liver transplantation waiting
list, the MELD system was no longer used, and researchers
were searching for more efficient ways to allocate organs to
the recipients [15].
Multiple scoring systems were proposed afterwards to
increase the survival chance of patients, includingDonor Risk
Index [16], Survival Outcome Following Liver Transplant
(SOFT) [17], Donor-MELD (D-MELD) [18], and Balance of
Risk [19]. However, each of these either had limitations or did
not gained popularity. As a result, MELD is still used as the
basic index of all decision-makings in recent liver allocation
techniques in most regions of the world. Thus, the liver
transplantation teams needed to remedy the shortcomings of
this technique with the aid of computational models.
B. CLASS IMBALANCE LEARNING
One of the common challenges in training computational
models is evading the bias caused by class imbalance [10],
[20], [21]. To address this problem, sampling is one of
the techniques widely used to balance the distribution of
classes [20], [22]. A popular advanced sampling technique is
the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE),
which generates synthetic samples and performs oversam-
pling in the minority class [23]. Each newly created sample
is placed along the line between a chosen sample of the
minority class and its nearest neighbor [24]. Reference [25]
proposes another oversampling method using the real-value
negative selection process. Another over-sampling method
is designed in [26] by means of density peaks clustering
along with heuristic filtering. Class imbalance can also be
eliminated using hybrid methods that make use of sampling
and algorithm level approaches [27]. Cost-sensitive learning
is another category of CIL techniques that measures the
costs of misclassification. These techniques typically need to
specify the cost matrix based on misclassified records in the
learning stage [23]. In recent years, hybrid techniques have
been widely used for CIL that combine algorithm-level and
data-level approaches [28]. In this work, SMOTE [29] and
Adaptive Synthetic Sampling (ADASYN) [30] are used as
oversampling, and NearMiss (NM) [31] is employed as an
under-sampling method.
C. MISSING DATA IMPUTATION
Missing data are very common in medical informatics,
as the recorded data is usually associated with intricacies,
such as inaccessibility of accurate information at the time
of registration in questionnaires or lack of co-operation of
the patient in the post-treatment phase. In standard data
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TABLE 1. Characteristics analyzed for recipients in the liver
transplantation waiting list.
analysis, patients with incomplete information are removed
from datasets [32]. However, this results in a loss of
efficiency. Therefore, it is very common to estimate the
incomplete parts of data, which is known as missing data
imputation [33], [34]. Various techniques have been used for
missing data imputation [11], [35], [36]. The easiest tech-
nique is to replace themissing value with themean ormode of
the observed data within the respective feature [37]. This can
be also donew.r.t. each class of data to improve the imputation
quality. Missing data imputation can be performed using
more advanced approaches such as k nearest neighbors impu-
tation (KNNI) [38], Markov models [33], least squares [39],
Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations (MICE) [40],
Denoising Auto Encoder (DAE) [41], MissForest (MF) [42],
and Expectation Maximization Imputation (EMI) [43].
III. CASE STUDY
The utilized dataset contains the information of a waiting list
patients. These patients were registered for a liver transplan-
tation at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, US [44]. The data was
collected over a 10-year period, starting from February 1990.
815 adult patients were sampled out to form the dataset.
Among these patients, 37 of them were withdrawn from the
list, and 76 of them were censored. The rest of the samples,
which are used in our experiments, correspond to recipients
whose surgery leaded to death or successful transplantation.
55 percent of patients are male and the rest are female.
Patients in the waiting list were analyzed w.r.t. the features
listed in Table 1 before the liver transplantation. The MELD
score that is used in this case study, and showed in Table 1,
is formulated as follows:
M = 9.75 loge SC + 3.78 loge SB + 11.2 loge INR+ 6.4,
(1)
where M indicates the MELD score, Sc is the serum creati-
nine, and SB is the serum total bilirubin.
The dataset is mostly formed using complete patient
records and contains only 0.4 percent of missing data. To sim-
ulate more challenging scenarios, we generate additional
missing values using the Missing At Random (MAR) mech-
anism. This is mainly because, logically, some features are
more likely to be missed than the others. For instance, not
every patient may remember their blood type when they
complete the questionnaire. Conversely, features such as age
and sex are hardly being missed. This is in contrast to
other missing mechanisms, namely Missing Completely At
Random (MCAR) and Missing Not At Random (MNAR).
MAR missing values are induced w.r.t. the following formal
definition:
Consider a complete dataset Xn×m = {x1, x2, . . . , xn},
in which a data vector xi or a row of X is defined as xi =
{xi1, xi2, . . . , xim}. Then, some values xij ∈ X will be removed
as xij = ∅ to create the incomplete data X ′. By employing an
indicator matrix I = {Iij | Iij ∈ {0, 1}}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
1 ≤ j ≤ m, complete and missing values in X ′ can be marked
with 1 and 0, respectively. Accordingly,X ′ can be divided into
two sub-matrices as X ′ = Xobs ∪ Xmis, whereXobs =
{
xi | xi ∈ X ′ ∧
∑m




xi | xi ∈ X ′ ∧
∑m
j=1 Iij × xij = 0
} (2)
The distribution of the induced missing values in X ′ can
then be modeled w.r.t. I , Xobs, and Xmis. To create MAR
incompleteness in Xmis, a set of matrix values are selected
for removal that satisfy the following condition:
P(I = 0 | Xobs,Xmis, θ) = P(I = 0 | Xobs, θ), (3)
where the probability of being missed only depends on a set
of parameters θ , and the incompleteness of data may depend
on the observed data as well. In this work, a normal distri-
bution is employed to induce the missing values to which θ
corresponds.
Given that 636 of the operationswere performed successful
(negative class) and 66 of them resulted in death of the
recipients (positive class), an imbalance ratio of 9.63 can be
seen in the utilized dataset.
IV. METHODOLOGY
Considering samples with missing values in the training set,
the evaluation of the imputation cannot be fully accomplished
as there are no targets available. This may result in the quality
degradation of the training model. On the other hand, dis-
regarding the incomplete samples during the training is not
preferable as it does not fully use the available data.
Inspired by the famous Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) [45], we propose a deep learningmodel, called Adver-
sarial Imputation-Classification Network (AICN) (see Fig-
ure 1) to predict survival chance of patients when missing
values and class imbalance exist in the training data. The
proposed network is comprised of two parallel neural net-
works, namely generatorG and discriminatorD (see Figure 1)
whose loss functions are tied together. The former utilizes a
DAE [46] for missing value imputation while the latter per-
forms the classification task on both complete and imputed
samples. By this meaning, complete samples are directly
classified by D and incomplete samples are first completed
by means of G and then classified by D. Furthermore, DAE
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FIGURE 1. Architecture of the proposed models for predicting the survival probability of patients. The upper half of the diagram shows the designed
multi-step hybrid model that consists of multiple modules. The lower half of the diagram illustrates the design of the AICN algorithm, which
accomplishes the same goal within an integrated scheme.
structure makes the model robust against noise in the data.
To eliminate the class imbalance, a weighted neural network
is utilized, in which classes are assigned with different weight
w.r.t. the degree of imbalance within the training data. The
algorithm is formally explained in the followings.
Given a data matrix X with n rows and m columns,
we define an indicator matrix In×m ∈ {0, 1}, in which
zeros and ones indicate missing and available values of X ,
respectively.
A. GENERATOR
Initially, themissing values in each column j are replacedwith
µj, the mean of that column. Then, the training set will go
through stochastic noise corruption, where 50 percent of X is
randomly replaced with zeros to create the noisy input X̃ for
DAE.
1) ENCODER
Samples in X̃ are fed to the encoder of DAE as follows. ∀x̃i =
(x̃i1, x̃i2, . . . , x̃im) | x̃i ∈ X̃ :
x̃, z̄1, z̄2, . . . , z̄LE , c = encoder(x̃), (4)




+ NG(0, σ 2), (6)
rl = max(0, z̄l), (7)
where z̄∗l and z̄l are latent variables created at l-th layer of the
encoder before and after batch normalization, respectively;
c is code, or the output of encoder; LE is the number of
hidden layers in encoder; ω and β are the weight and the bias
vectors of the encoder; r is the output of the ReLU activation
function; µl and σl are mean and standard deviation of z̄l ,
respectively; NG is the Gaussian noise used for encoding.
2) DECODER
The output of the encoder, so called code, goes through the
decoder thereafter (see Figure 1). The decoder structure is
detailed in the following:
c, ẑ1, ẑ2, . . . , ẑLD , x̂ = decoder(c), (8)





rl = max(0, ẑl), (11)
where ẑ∗ and ẑ are latent variables created at l-th layer of the
decoder before and after batch normalization, respectively;
$ and ν are the weight and the bias vectors of the decoder;
LD is the number hidden layers in the decoder.
Given that Y = {y1, y2, . . . yn} is the set of class labels for











(Ii ∧ Ii) logP(ŷi = yi | xi), (12)
where  and ∧ are element-wise multiplication and logical
AND, respectively. Also, Ŷ = {ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷn} is the set
of predicted class labels. The first term in JG denotes to
reconstruction cost on available parts of X while the second
term is the cross-entropy of the classification for incomplete
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samples, which is performed byD. In other words, the second
term ties the G loss function to D, which is the main element
of GAN approaches.
B. DISCRIMINATOR
Once the missing values are imputed by G and X̂ is attained,
samples can be fed to D to perform classification. We model
D as a fully connected neural network with Sigmoid acti-
vation function, S = 11+e−x , in the last layer for the sake
of simplicity. However, more advanced structures are also
compatible with this scheme as well. The discriminator aims




logP(ŷi = yi | xi). (13)
Thus, similar to most GAN approaches, the objective func-
tion J is defined as a min-max problem:
J = min JG +max JD. (14)
C. ADAPTING TO CLASS IMBALANCE
Assuming that  = {e1, e2, . . . , eκ} is the set of all possible
events in the waiting list (e.g., death and transplant), there can
be κ classes considered in the data. The training rate for each
class is computed, as follows:








where card(·) returns the cardinality. By this mean, the impact
of each class on updating the weight of the neural network
will be adjusted based on the population of eι in the training
data. In a balanced data set, R will be calculated as a vector
of ones, which indicates equality of training impact for all
classes. The estimateRι for each class is thenmultiplied to the
calculated loss on each class during the training, which in turn
intensifies the learning on the minority class and slows the
learning process on the majority class to offset the imbalance
effect in the discriminator.
D. HYBRID MODEL
A multi-step hybrid model is also designed, as illustrated
in Figure 1, for the sake of comparison with AICN. This
model contains four main modules, namely feature selection,
imputation, CIL, and classification. The first module uses the
suggested features in the case study. The imputation module
employs EMI, KNNI, MICE, MissForest, and DAE methods
for estimating missing values. Once the data is completed,
the CIL module uses SMOTE, ADASYN, and NearMiss for
eliminating the class imbalance. Finally, predictive models
are constructed by means of AdaBoost [47], KNN, Random
Forest (RF) [48], Naive Bias (NB), Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP), and 1D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [49].
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We first explain the setting used throughout the experiments.
The obtained results are compared and analyzed.
FIGURE 2. Obtained results for all classifiers over 10-fold cross-validation
procedure grouped with the CIL techniques. AICN results are not included
in this figure as it does not require CIL. Square, circles and the plus sign
indicate mean, attained measurements, and outliers, respectively. The
figure contains the results of all missing ratios.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
To ensure the statistical reliability of the attained results,
we devise a 10-fold stratified cross-validation scheme for all
the experiments. This scheme consists of an inner and an
outer loop. The outer loop keeps one of the folds for testing
and the rest for the training, while the inner loop performs
another cross-validation procedure on the training folds to
find the optimal parameters. The inner loop employs the
grid search algorithm for the parameter tuning. Furthermore,
algorithms of each module are optimized by fixing those of
the other modules, where the classification module is tuned
after the CIL module. Moreover, the Adam optimizer [50]
is used as the solver of AICN, MLP, and CNN that are all
trained through 1000 epochs. Furthermore, theMLP structure
is similar to the discriminator of AICN, which performs the
classification task. Table 2 provides more details regarding
the parameter setting of all the utilized algorithms.
Five ratios of missingness in intervals of five percent are
consideredwith amaximummissingness of 25 percent. These
missing values are generated using the MAR mechanism.
B. ANALYSIS
A comparative analysis is performed here on the imputation,
CIL, and classification techniques. We mainly conduct our
analysis based on F-measure and AUC metrics.
1) CLASS IMBALANCE LEARNING
To evaluate the performance of CIL methods, we assess to
what extent the effect of class imbalance is eliminated by the
methods w.r.t. the final AUC and F-measure.
Looking through Figure 2, it is noticeable that SMOTE
results in the highest overall F-measure and AUC while
ADASYN and NM are ranked as second and third in this
respect (see Figure 2(b)). A higher F-measure and AUC can
indicate the higher balance between the classification perfor-
mance of both majority and minority classes. Furthermore,
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FIGURE 3. Classification results over 10-fold cross-validation grouped with the imputation techniques. AICN results are not included in this
figure since it imputes missing data by itself. Square, circles and the plus sign indicate mean, attained measurements, and outliers, respectively.
The results of all missing ratios are included in this figure.
TABLE 2. Parameter setting and tuning of the utilized techniques.
the baseline F-measure and AUCmeasurements show that the
absence of CIL techniques decreases the performance, which
is caused by the bias towards the majority class. Figure 2 also
shows that the CIL effect on AUC is more significant.
FIGURE 4. Performance evaluation of the imbalance handling approach
used in AICN under four different scenarios. Scenario one indicates the
proposed weighting approach.
To study the CIL effect on AICN, we consider four differ-
ent scenarios. Firstly, we consider the proposed approach that
is formulated in Equation (15). Secondly, a common approach
is considered that tackles the imbalanced data by adjusting the
training weight of each class as card(eι)/n. The third scenario
resembles the case when the majority class has the weight of
one, the minority and majority classes are weighted with the
corresponding imbalance ratio, where the majority class has
a weight of one. Finally, the last scenario does not apply CIL
to show the effect of imbalanced data in the absence of the
mentioned approaches. Figure 4 shows the proposed method
(i.e., scenario 1) outperforms others. Furthermore, it can be
seen that all CIL approaches result in better F-measure and
AUC compared to the last scenario, where CIL is not applied.
2) MISSING DATA IMPUTATION
In the considered scenarios, the medical data contains many
multiple missing values, making it impossible to perform
an evaluation based on the comparison of the imputed val-
ues with the original values. For this reason, post impu-
tation accuracy is chosen to evaluate the data imputation
techniques.
Figure 3 shows the post imputation accuracies of each
imputation method for all missing ratios. Figure 3 shows
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FIGURE 5. Classification results over 10-fold cross-validation. AICN has fewer measurements as is not combined with any imputation or CIL
techniques. Squares, circles, and the plus signs indicate mean, attained measurements, and outliers, respectively. The results of all missing ratios are
included in this figure.
FIGURE 6. Averaged accuracy and F-measure attained by AICN and different combinations of CIL, imputation, and classification algorithms. The results
are averaged over all missing ratios.
that the performance of the imputation techniques are
very similar. Nevertheless, MF and DAE are ranked as
first and second ranks with a negligible difference. EMI,
MICE and KNNI are ranked from third to the last.
This comparison applies to both performance measures,
AUC and F-measure, which are shown in Figure 3(a,b),
respectively.
3) CLASSIFICATION
Here we compare the classification result of the proposed
AICN, which is not combined with any other method, to other
classifiers that are combined with CIL and imputation tech-
niques. Each classifier is combined with a set of imputation
and CIL techniques through different experiments, which is
why the combined classifiers have more recorded measure-
ments than AICN in Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows that AICN outperforms all other classifiers
in terms of accuracy and F-measure. This, firstly implies that
the intrinsic imputation phase of AICN outperforms other
imputation methods. Secondly, the algorithm structure is able
to decrease the class imbalance effect to a large extent while
creating an accurate classification model.
There is a noticeable difference between the attained
results based on AUC and F-measure. The class imbal-
ance has caused more bias for AdaBoost, MLP, KNN, and
NB. This is while, AICN, RF, and CNN are ranked from
first to third. Despite the negligible difference of RF and
CNN, it seems that the latter is more stable throughout the
experiments.
Amore detailed comparison can be done based on Figure 6
that shows AUC and F-measure for each combination in these
experiments.While the results are different for F-measure and
AUC, it can be inferred that the overall ranking of themethods
is similar. Here, AICN again outperforms the other methods
and is ranked as first. The stability of CNN compared to
RF over different combinations can be seen in this figure.
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FIGURE 7. Average performance measures attained through each CIL, missing data imputation, and classification methods over different ratios of
missing data. The results are shown in terms of accuracy and F-measure.
FIGURE 8. Critical difference diagram of the post-hoc Friedman test on
the results of classification algorithms. All the combinations and missing
ratios are considered in this test. The test is performed based on
F-measure (a) and AUC (b).
However, for certain combinations, RF outperforms CNN and
can be ranked as second.
In short, the best CIL performance in the hybrid model is
resulted by SMOTE. As for the imputation techniques, Miss-
Forest has yielded more reliable imputed values for the CIL.
Finally, AICN results in the highest accuracy and F-measure
for all missing ratios.
C. EFFECT OF MISSING RATIO
Figure 7 shows the effect of missing ratio on the performance
of the CIL, missing data imputation, and classification. Gen-
erally, it can be seen that the AUC and F-measure of three
tasks deteriorates almost linearly, as shown in see Figure 7.
However, it seems the performance decreased more severely,
from 5% to 10%. Moreover, AICN has the lowest sensitiv-
ity to the ratio of missing data in terms of both AUC and
F-measure.
To study the significance of AICN, we perform a post-hoc
Friedman test over the results of all ratios and combina-
tions and compare the proposed methods with the rest of
the methods. Figure 8 shows the critical difference (CD)
diagram obtained from the conducted statistical test. This
figure indicates that AICN significantly outperforms other
methods in the hybrid model.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper addressed data complexities such as class imbal-
ance and missing values within the raw medical data, while
predicting the survival chance of the liver transplantation
patients. This facilitates the process of training a computa-
tional model used in automated liver allocation systems and
enhance their reliability. To this aim, a novel deep learner is
proposed, by resorting to adversarial learning, to eliminate
these challenges simultaneously within an integrated scheme.
In addition, a multi-step hybrid framework is designed
by employing multiple advanced techniques for CIL,
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imputation, and classification within different modules.
A comparison on the combinations of these techniques is per-
formed to determine the best hybrid combination for the task
at hand. Furthermore, the proposed deep learner is compared
with these techniques in terms of post-imputation AUC and
F-measure. Either of these models can be used to confidently
predict the survival chance of patients, which in turn increases
the efficiency of the scoring systems. For the sake of evalua-
tion, a real clinical case study is selected on patients registered
for liver transplantation. Finally, the experimental analysis
indicates the superior performance of the proposed AICN
method. Future works can extend AICN for recommender
systems of different applications. Furthermore, AICN can
be improved in terms of computational efficiency, and, thus,
be used for big data analytics. Besides, despite the success
of AICN compared to its rivals, robustness against missing
value can still be improved to reach an F-measure close to
100 percent even for high missing ratios.
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